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When somebody should go to the ebook stores, search creation by shop, shelf by shelf, it is in point of fact problematic. This is why we
provide the book compilations in this website. It will totally ease you to see guide Skeleton Women Mingmei Yip as you such as.
By searching the title, publisher, or authors of guide you in point of fact want, you can discover them rapidly. In the house, workplace,
or perhaps in your method can be every best place within net connections. If you intention to download and install the Skeleton
Women Mingmei Yip, it is very simple then, previously currently we extend the join to buy and create bargains to download and install
Skeleton Women Mingmei Yip as a result simple!
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SKELETON WOMEN
Kensington Publishing Corp. Once upon a time in China, the most beautiful and gifted women were known as "skeleton
women"--the ultimate femme fatales who could bring a man to his knees, or to his doom. . . When Camilla, a young
orphan girl in Shanghai, is adopted and brought to live in luxury, it seems like a stroke of luck. But as Camilla grows to
womanhood, she realizes that her "rescue" was part of gang leader Big Brother Wang's scheme. Camilla is trained in
singing, dancing, knife-throwing and contortion--all to attract the attention of Wang's enemy, the ruthless Master
Lung. Forced to become Master Lung's mistress, Camilla meets two other intriguing women. Shadow is a magician and
rival for Master Lung's aﬀections, while Rainbow Chang dresses like a man and wields power through her incendiary
gossip column. Both pose risks to Camilla's safety and status. But an even greater danger comes in the form of Master
Lung's eldest son, Jinying, who despises his father's violent lifestyle--but loves Camilla. Only by plotting to eliminate
Lung can she make her escape, but at what cost? Mingmei Yip, author of Peach Blossom Pavilion and Song of the Silk
Road, has created a captivating story ﬁlled with intrigue and opulence, peopled with extraordinary characters
impossible to forget.

SONG OF THE SILK ROAD
Kensington Publishing Corp. In this richly imaginative novel, Mingmei Yip--author of Peach Blossom Pavilion and Petals
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From the Sky--follows one woman's daunting journey along China's fabled Silk Road. As a girl growing up in Hong
Kong, Lily Lin was captivated by photographs of the desert--its long, lonely vistas and shifting sand dunes. Now living
in New York, Lily is struggling to ﬁnish her graduate degree when she receives an astonishing oﬀer. An aunt she never
knew existed will pay Lily a huge sum to travel across China's desolate Taklamakan Desert--and carry out a series of
tasks along the way. Intrigued, Lily accepts. Her assignments range from the dangerous to the bizarre. Lily must
seduce a monk. She must scrape a piece of clay from the famous Terracotta Warriors, and climb the Mountains of
Heaven to gather a rare herb. At Xian, her ﬁrst stop, Lily meets Alex, a young American with whom she forms a
powerful connection. And soon, she faces revelations that will redeﬁne her past, her destiny, and the shocking truth
behind her aunt's motivations. . . Powerful and eloquent, Song of the Silk Road is a captivating story of self-discovery,
resonant with the mysteries of its haunting, exotic landscape.

THE NINE FOLD HEAVEN
Kensington Books Both on the run in Hong Kong, enemies Camilla and Shadow settle their diﬀerences and risk their lives
by returning to Shanghai in their quest for freedom, while Camilla searches for a son she thought was dead.

PEACH BLOSSOM PAVILLION
Kensington Books In a sunny California apartment, a young woman and her ﬁancé arrive to record her greatgrandmother's story. The story that unfolds of Precious Orchid's life in China, where she rises from a childhood of
shame to become one of the most successful courtesans in the land, is unlike any they've heard before. . . When
Precious Orchid's father is falsely accused of a crime and found guilty, he is executed, leaving his family a legacy of
dishonor. Her mother's only option is to enter a Buddhist nunnery, so she gives her daughter over to the care of her
sister in Shanghai. At ﬁrst, life at Peach Blossom Pavilion feels like a dream. Surrounded by exotic ﬂowers, murmuring
fountains, colorful ﬁshponds, and bamboo groves, Precious Orchid sees herself thriving. She is schooled in music,
literature, painting, calligraphy, and to her innocent surprise, the art of pleasuring men. For the beautiful Pavilion
hides its darker purpose as an elite house of prostitution. And even as she commands the devotion of China's most
powerful men, Precious Orchid never gives up on her dream to escape the Pavilion, be reunited with her mother,
avenge her father's death, and ﬁnd true love. And as the richest, most celebrated Ming Ji or "prestigious courtesan" in
all of China, she just might have her way even if it comes with a devastating price. . . Sweeping in scope and stunning
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in its evocation of China, Peach Blossom Pavilion is a remarkable novel with an unforgettable heroine at the heart of its
powerful story. . . "Riveting. . .a rare peek into an exotic culture that is thrilling, captivating, and moving." --Shobhan
Bantwal, author of The Dowry Bride "In the sure voice of Precious Orchid, Mingmei Yip recounts thirteen tumultuous
years of Chinese history: vicious politics, pristine piety and heartrending scandal, framed in the classical arts. She
writes with a painter's fastidious eye and the irresistible energy of grand storytelling. The pages just turn themselves."
--Neal Chandler, Director, Creative Writing Program of Cleveland State University. "Peach Blossom Pavilion, story of
the last geisha in China, is told with amazing insight as if the author had lived in the tumultuous China of a century
ago. Through her beautiful, lucid prose, Mingmei brings modern Western readers into the mysterious world of the
cultivated courtesan." --Hannelore Hahn, Founder and Executive Director, International Women's Writing Guild. "Peach
Blossom Pavilion is a vivid account of the forgotten past." --Chun Yu, author of Little Green: Growing Up During the
Chinese Cultural Revolution

CHINESE CHILDREN'S FAVORITE STORIES
FABLES, MYTHS AND FAIRY TALES
Tuttle Publishing Chinese Children's Favorite Stories is a delightful selection of thirteen Chinese folktales as retold by
author and illustrator Mingmei Yip. Inspired by her beloved father's nightly story-telling when she was a child, Yip
hopes that by retelling some of these thousand-year-old Chinese stories she can pass along Chinese folklore and fables
to international readers of all ages. These beautifully illustrated tales give children in other countries a glimpse into
the traditions and culture of China, while emphasizing universal lessons about being kind and successfully overcoming
obstacles. Readers will encounter many delightful characters—from an angry dragon to a wise cow—in stories such as:
The Dream of the Butterﬂy—A sweet tale about accepting who you are and fully appreciating the world around you
Carp Jumping Over the Dragon Gate—A popular story about the rewards of hard work Playing the Qin for the Water
Buﬀalo—A musical tale that highlights empathy and understanding And many more! Recommended for children ages
ﬁve to ten.

GRANDMA PANDA'S CHINA STORYBOOK
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LEGENDS, TRADITIONS AND FUN
Tuttle Publishing With classic Chinese fairytales and folk stories, Grandma Panda's China Storybook introduces children
to Chinese culture in a fun, adventurous way! Grandma Panda is a wonderful teacher, a wonderful storyteller and a
wonderful cook! Her grandchildren, Baobao and Lingling, love staying with her every summer, because at Grandma
Panda's house, each day is an adventure. This summer, with the help of celebrated novelist and artist Mingmei Yip,
Grandma will take them to a world ﬁlled with Chinese calligraphy, kites, kung fu and more! They'll get to hear
Grandma's stories of a time long ago in China, when everything began, and learn simple Chinese language along the
way. Come join Grandma Panda, Baobao and Lingling for a summer of fun and learning as bright watercolor
illustrations make favorite legends come alive! Chinese stories include: Yum Yum, We Love Dim Sum!—Grandma and
the children go to a restaurant to enjoy dim sum. Grandma explains what dim sum is and tells the legend of how it was
invented. Grandma Panda Teaches Us Chinese Writing—Grandma shows the children how to mix ink and hold their
brushes. She shows them characters in both their ancient and present forms and tells them the story of four-eyed
Cang Jie. Dotting the Dragon's Eyes—To explain the importance of paying attention to detail, Grandma tells the story of
Zhang Sengyao. The Story of Mulan, the Brave Woman Warrior—Grandma tells the story of Mulan to teach the virtues
of bravery, leadership, patriotism and determination. The Little Kungfu Warriors—The story of Mulan excites the little
pandas into action, and they and grandma share a few moves. The Painted Faces of Chinese Opera—Grandma explains
the meaning of the painted faces. Fun with Chinese Kites—Grandma takes the children kite ﬂying and tells them the
story of Luban the kite inventor. Grandma Panda Sings an Old Farewell Song—Grandma shows the children the Qin and
sings "Three Variations on the Yang Pass"

SKELETON WOMEN
Kensington Books When Camilla--trained in singing, dancing, knife-throwing and contortion--is forced to become Master
Lung's mistress, she meets two other intriguing women who pose risks to her safety and status until an even greater
danger emerges in the form of Master Lung's eldest son. Original.

PETALS FROM THE SKY
Kensington Books Ming Neng, entering a retreat to test her karma as a Buddhist nun, becomes trapped between her
long-held spiritual quest and forbidden passion when she succumbs to temptation with the young American doctor who
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saved her life. Original.

A THREAD UNBROKEN
Lake Union Press Two Chinese girls are best friends until they are snatched together and sold as house help, and
possibly, future brides, to a family far away. The two reluctantly accept their situation, but Chloe's warrior spirit
refuses to give up the hope of ﬁnding away home.

THE LAST VAN GOGH
Penguin In 1890, Van Gogh arrives at Auvers-sur-Oise, a peaceful French village, to spend the summer under the care of
Doctor Gachet, a homeopathic doctor and art collector, where the painter will spend the ﬁnal days of his life creating
more than seventy paintings, including two portraits of young Marguerite Gachet, who ﬁnds herself drawn to the
troubled artist. Original. 40,000 ﬁrst printing.

SECRET OF A THOUSAND BEAUTIES
Kensington Books Set against the vibrant and intrigue-laden backdrop of 1930s China, Mingmei Yip's enthralling novel
explores one woman's deﬁant pursuit of independence. Spring Swallow was promised in marriage while still in her
mother's belly. When the groom dies before a wedding can take place, seventeen-year-old Spring Swallow is ordered
to become a ghost bride to appease his spirit. Under her in-laws' protection, she will be little more than a servant,
unable to know real love or bear children. Refusing to accept her fate as a "bad-luck woman," Spring Swallow ﬂees on
her wedding day. In the city of Soochow, Spring Swallow joins a community of renowned embroiderers. The women
work for Aunty Peony, whose exquisite stitching once earned her the Emperor's love. But when Aunty Peony agrees to
replicate a famous painting--a lucrative assignment that will take a year to complete--betrayal and jealousy emerges
within the group. Spring Swallow becomes entangled in each woman's story of heartbreak, even while she embarks on
a dangerous aﬀair with a young revolutionary. On a journey that leads from the remote hillsides around Soochow to
cosmopolitan Peking, Spring Swallow draws on the secret techniques learned from Aunty Peony and her own
indomitable strength, determined to forge a life that is truly her own. Praise For The Novels Of Mingmei Yip "A unique
and enthralling style. . .ﬂawless." –Baltimore Books Examiner on The Nine Fold Heaven "Surprising and often funny. .
..Part epic, part coming-of-age story, part modern fairy tale." --Publishers Weekly on Song of the Silk Road "A serious,
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engaging story of faith, devotion, and the commingling of cultures." –Booklist on Petals From the Sky

THE FALLEN ARCHITECT
A NOVEL
Sourcebooks, Inc. From the New York Times bestseller of The Paris Architect Someone has to take the blame. When the
Britannia Theatre's balcony collapses, killing over a dozen people, the ﬁngers point at the architect. He should have
known better, should have made it safer, should have done something. Douglas Layton knows the ﬂaw wasn't in his
design, but he can't ﬁght a guilty verdict. When he is ﬁnally released from prison, he has nothing: no job, no family,
nowhere to go. He needs to assume a new identity and rebuild his life. But he soon ﬁnds himself digging up the past in
a way he never anticipated. If the collapse was not an accident ... who caused it? And why? And what if they ﬁnd out
who he used to be?

ALL THE FLOWERS IN SHANGHAI
A NOVEL
Harper Collins “Duncan Jepson magically inhabits the life of a young Chinese woman in 1930s Shanghai….I thoroughly
enjoyed this book.” —Janice Y. K. Lee, New York Times bestselling author of The Piano Teacher “Breathtaking….A great
work that will move its readers.” —Hong Ying, international bestselling author of Daughter of the River Readers
previously enchanted by Memoirs of a Geisha, Empress, and the novels of Lisa See will be captivated by Duncan
Jepson’s marvelous debut, All the Flowers in Shanghai. Evocative, sweeping, yet intimate historical ﬁction, Jepson’s
novel transports us to a China on the brink of revolution, and witnesses this colorful, tumultuous world through the
eyes of a woman forced into a life not of her choosing and driven to seek a bitter revenge. This epic journey into the
heart of Asia is sure to mesmerize fans of Shanghai Girls and Snow Flower and the Secret Fan.

THE PALEST INK
Lake Union Publishing A sheltered son from an intellectual family in Shanghai, Benfu spends 1966 anticipating a
promising violinist career and an arranged marriage. On the other side of town lives Pony Boy, a member of a lowerclass family--but Benfu's best friend all the same. Their futures look diﬀerent but guaranteed...until they're faced with
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a perilous opportunity to leave a mark on history. At the announcement of China's Cultural Revolution, Chairman Mao's
Red Guard members begin their assault, leaving innocent victims in their wake as they surge across the country. With
political turmoil at their door, both Benfu and Pony Boy must face heart-wrenching decisions regarding family,
friendship, courage, and loyalty to their country during one of the most chaotic periods in history. The prequel to the
beloved Tales of the Scavenger's Daughters series, The Palest Ink depicts Benfu's coming-of-age during the
tumultuous years of the Cultural Revolution.

THE NINE FOLD HEAVEN
Kensington Publishing Corp. ""A unique and enthralling style. . .ﬂawless." --Baltimore Books Examiner In this mesmerizing
new novel, Mingmei Yip draws readers deeper into the exotic world of 1930s Shanghai ﬁrst explored in Skeleton
Women, and into the lives of the unforgettable Camilla, Shadow, and Rainbow Chang. When Shadow, a gifted,
ambitious magician, competed with the beautiful Camilla for the aﬀections of organized crime leader Master Lung, she
almost lost everything. Hiding out in Hong Kong, performing in a run-down circus, Shadow has no idea that Camilla,
too, is on the run with her lover, Jinying--Lung's son. Yet while Camilla and Shadow were once enemies, now their only
hope of freedom lies in joining forces to eliminate the ruthless Big Brother Wang. Despite the danger, Shadow, Camilla,
and Jinying return to Shanghai. Camilla also has her own secret agenda--she has heard a rumor that her son is alive.
And in a city teeming with spies and rivals--including the vengeful Rainbow Chang--each battles for a future in a
country on the verge of monumental change. "

GREEN GRASS, RUNNING WATER
Harper Collins Strong, sassy women and hard-luck, hard-headed men, all searching for the middle ground between
Native American tradition and the modern world, perform an elaborate dance of approach and avoidance in this
magical, rollicking tale by award-winning author Thomas King. Alberta, Eli, Lionel and others are coming to the
Blackfoot reservation for the Sun Dance. There they will encounter four Indian elders and their companion, the
trickster Coyote—and nothing in the small town of Blossom will be the same again. . . .

SHANTYTOWN KID
U of Nebraska Press An autobiographical novel of growing up in the multicultural environment of contemporary France
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tells the story of Azouz Begag, the son of an illiterate Algerian immigrant in Lyon and his coming of age in a world of
ethnic and racial tensions.

SNOW FLOWER AND THE SECRET FAN
A&C Black Lily is the daughter of a humble farmer, and to her family she is just another expensive mouth to feed. Then
the local matchmaker delivers startling news: if Lily's feet are bound properly, they will be ﬂawless. In nineteenthcentury China, where a woman's eligibility is judged by the shape and size of her feet, this is extraordinary good luck.
Lily now has the power to make a good marriage and change the fortunes of her family. To prepare for her new life,
she must undergo the agonies of footbinding, learn nu shu, the famed secret women's writing, and make a very special
friend, Snow Flower. But a bitter reversal of fortune is about to change everything.

THE LIFE AND DEATH OF THE WICKED LADY SKELTON
SECRET OF A THOUSAND BEAUTIES
Kensington Books Ordered to become a ghost bride in 1930s China, seventeen-year-old Spring Swallow ﬂees to Soochow
where she joins a community of embroiderers and engages in a dangerous love aﬀair with a young revolutionary.

THE LAST EMPRESS
A&C Black At the end of the nineteenth century China is rocked by foreign attacks and local rebellions. The only
constant is the power wielded by one woman, Tzu Hsi, also known as Empress Orchid, who must face the perilous
condition of her empire and devastating personal losses. In this sequel to the bestselling Empress Orchid, Anchee Min
brings to life one of the most important ﬁgures in Chinese history, a very human leader who sacriﬁces all she has to
protect both those she loves and her doomed empire.

THE WITCH'S MARKET
Kensington Books From the author of Secret of a Thousand Beauties and Peach Blossom Pavilion comes a beautifully
written novel of self-discovery and intrigue. Chinese-American assistant professor Eileen Chen specializes in folk
religion at her San Francisco college. Though her grandmother made her living as a shamaness, Eileen publicly
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dismisses witchcraft as mere superstition. Yet privately, the subject intrigues her. When a research project takes her
to the Canary Islands—long rumored to be home to real witches—Eileen is struck by the lush beauty of Tenerife and its
blend of Spanish and Moroccan culture. A stranger invites her to a local market where women sell amulets, charms,
and love spells. Gradually Eileen immerses herself in her exotic surroundings, ﬁnding romance with a handsome young
furniture maker. But as she learns more about the lives of these self-proclaimed witches, Eileen must choose how
much trust to place in this new and seductive world, where love, greed, and vengeance can be as powerful, or as
destructive, as any magic.

TOGETHER TEA
Harper Collins In Together Tea, Marjan Kamali’s delightful and heartwarming debut novel, Darya has discovered the
perfect gift for her daughter’s twenty-ﬁfth birthday: an ideal husband. Mina, however, is fed up with her mother’s
years of endless matchmaking and the spreadsheets grading available Iranian-American bachelors. Having spent her
childhood in Tehran and the rest of her life in New York City, Mina has experienced cultural clashes ﬁrsthand, but she’s
learning that the greatest clashes sometimes happen at home. After a last ill-fated attempt at matchmaking, mother
and daughter embark on a return journey to Iran. Immersed once again in Persian culture, the two women gradually
begin to understand each other. But when Mina falls for a young man who never appeared on her mother’s
matchmaking radar, will Mina and Darya’s new-found appreciation for each other survive? Together Tea is a moving
and joyous debut novel about family, love, and ﬁnding the place you truly belong.

SCARLETT UNDERCOVER
Little, Brown Books for Young Readers Meet Scarlett, a smart, sarcastic ﬁfteen-year-old, ready to take on crime in her
hometown. When Scarlett agrees to investigate a local boy's suicide, she ﬁgures she's in for an easy case and a quick
buck. But it doesn't take long for suicide to start looking a lot like murder. As Scarlett ﬁnds herself deep in a world of
cults, curses, and the seemingly supernatural, she discovers that her own family secrets may have more to do with the
situation than she thinks...and that cracking the case could lead to solving her father's murder. Jennifer Latham
delivers a compelling story and a character to remember in this one-of-a-kind debut novel.
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TURNING THIRTY
Simon and Schuster What's the big deal? Unlike a lot of people, Matt Beckford is actually looking forward to turning
thirty. His twenties really weren't so great...and now he has his love life, his career, his ﬁnances -- even his record
collection -- pretty much in order, like any good grown-up should. But when, out of the blue, Elaine announces she
"can't do this anymore," Matt is left with the prospect of facing the big three-oh alone. Compounding his misery is the
fact that he has to move back in with his parents. What's it all about, Alﬁe? Mum and Dad immediately start driving
Matt up the wall, and emails from Elaine and nights out with his old school chum Gershwin aren't enough to snap Matt
out of his existential funk. So he decides to track down more old schoolmates and see how they're handling this thirty
thing. One by one, he gets in touch with the rest of the magniﬁcent seven -- Pete, Bev, Katrina, Elliot, and Ginny, his
former on-oﬀ girlfriend -- and soon the old gang is back together. But they're a lot older and a lot has changed and,
even if he and Ginny still seem attracted to each other, you can't have an on-oﬀ girlfriend when you're thirty. Can you?

DREAMS OF JOY
A&C Black Nineteen-year-old Joy Louie has run away from her home in 1950s America to start a new life in China.
Idealistic and unafraid, she believes that Chairman Mao is on the side of the people, despite what her family keeps
telling her. How can she trust them, when she has just learned that her parents have lied to her for her whole life, that
her mother Pearl is really her aunt and that her real father is a famous artist who has been living in China all these
years? Joy arrives in Green Dragon Village, where families live in crowded, windowless huts and eke out a meagre
existence from the red soil. And where a handsome young comrade catches her eye... Meanwhile, Pearl returns to
China to bring her daughter home - if she can. For Mao has launched his Great Leap Forward, and each passing season
brings ever greater hardship to cities and rural communes alike. Joy must rely on her skill as a painter and Pearl must
use her contacts from her decadent childhood in 1930s Shanghai to ﬁnd a way to safety, and a chance of joy for them
both. Haunting, passionate and heartbreakingly real, this is the unforgettable new novel by the internationally
acclaimed Lisa See.

EMPRESS ORCHID
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A NOVEL
HMH “A fascinating novel, similar to Arthur Golden’s Memoirs of a Geisha . . . A revisionist portrait of a beautiful and
strong-willed woman” (Houston Chronicle). A San Francisco Chronicle Best Book of the Year From Anchee Min, a
master of the historical novel, Empress Orchid sweeps readers into the heart of the Forbidden City to tell the
fascinating story of a young concubine who becomes China’s last empress. Min introduces the beautiful Tzu Hsi, known
as Orchid, and weaves an epic of a country girl who seized power through seduction, murder, and endless intrigue.
When China is threatened by enemies, she alone seems capable of holding the country together. In this “absorbing
companion piece to her novel Becoming Madame Mao”, readers and reading groups will once again be transported by
Min’s lavish evocation of the Forbidden City in its last days of imperial glory and by her brilliant portrait of a ﬂawed yet
utterly compelling woman who survived, and ultimately dominated, a male world (The New York Times). “Superb . . .
[an] unforgettable heroine.” —People “A sexually charged, eye-opening portrayal of the Chinese empire . . . with heartwrenching scenes of desperate failure and a sensuality that rises oﬀ its heated pages.” —Elle

FROM ETHNOMYCOLOGY TO FUNGAL BIOTECHNOLOGY
EXPLOITING FUNGI FROM NATURAL RESOURCES FOR NOVEL PRODUCTS
Springer Science & Business Media Fungi playa major role in the sustainability of the biosphere, and mycorrhizal fungi are
essential for the growth of many of our woods and forests. The applications of fungi in agriculture, industry and
biotechnology remain of paramount importance, as does their use as a source of drugs and to help clean up our
environment. This volume contains key papers from the conference 'From Ethnomycology to Fungal Biotechnology:
Exploiting Fungi from Natural Resources for Novel Products'. This was the ﬁrst international scientiﬁc conference
covering the transfer of traditional remedies and processes in ethnomycology to modern fungal biotechnology. The
conference was held at Simla, Himachal Pradesh, India from 15 to 16 December 1997. The key subject areas addressed
in the conference were the issues of exploring and exploiting fungal diversity for novel leads to new antibiotics,
enzymes, medicines and a range of other leads for wood preservation, biological control, agricultural biotechnology
and the uses of fungi in the food industry. The conference programme included key-note presentations followed by
poster sessions and general discussion. The book is broadly based, covering ﬁve main areas: Ethnomycology, Fungal
Biotechnology, Biological Control, Mycorrhizal Fungi and Fungal Pests. There is no doubt that in the past fungi have
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played a key role in ethnomycological remedies and that in the future they will continue to attract the interest of a
wide range of disciplines ranging from environmental conservation, agriculture and the food industry to wood
preservation and aerobiological studies.

THE PROPHET'S WIFE
A NOVEL OF AN AMERICAN FAITH
HarperCollins A sweeping, lyrical tale of historical ﬁction that tells the unbelievable story of the early days of the
Mormon church through the eyes of the woman who saw it all—Emma, the ﬁrst wife of the prophet Joseph Smith. In
1825, in rural Pennsylvania, Emma Hale marries an itinerant treasure-digger, a man who has nothing but a peep-stone
in his pocket and a conviction that he can speak directly to God. His name is Joseph Smith and in a few short years, he
will found his own religion, gather zealous adherents by the tens of thousands, and fracture Emma’s life and faith
While the Mormon religion ﬁnds its feet and runs beyond the grasp of its founder, Emma struggles to maintain her
place in Joseph’s heart—and in the religion that has become her world. The Mormons make themselves outcasts
everywhere they go. Joseph can only maintain his authority by issuing ever-stranger commandments on God’s behalf,
culminating in an edict that men should marry as many women as they please. The Mormons’ adoption of polygamy
only sets them further apart, and soon their communities are ravaged by violence at the hands of their outraged fellow
Americans. For Emma, things take a more personal toll as Joseph brings in a new wife—a woman whom Emma
considers a sister. As Emma’s family grows along with Joseph’s infamy, she knows there will never be peace until
Joseph faces the law. But on the half-wild edge of the frontier, he’s more likely to ﬁnd death at the hands of a vigilante
posse than a fair trial. For the sake of her people—and her soul—Emma must convince the Prophet of God to
surrender... and perhaps to sacriﬁce his life.

THE DOWRY BRIDE
Kensington Publishing Corp. One sultry night, a young bride overhears an extraordinary conversation. The voices speak of
a plot to murder a wife who has failed to produce a child and whose family has failed to produce the promised dowry. .
. Megha is sick with horror when she realizes she is the intended victim. Her husband--the very man who tied the
sacred necklace of marriage around her neck--and his mother are plotting to kill her! In the moment of panic, she runs
for her life. Frantically racing through Palgaum's deserted streets, her way lit only by the lights strung up for the
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Diwali festival, her single goal is to escape death by ﬁre. But ﬂeeing from her would-be killers seems impossible-unless she can ﬁnd someone to help her. . . To approach her best friend would bring scandal to an innocent woman's
doorstep, and turning to her own strict, conservative family is out of the question. Instead, with nothing but the sari
she wears and a memory of kindness, Megha ﬁnds her way to Kiran, the one man who has shown her friendship and
respect. Hiding her in his apartment, Kiran becomes her protector. But the forbidden attraction that grows between
them can only bring more danger. . . Caught between tradition and the truths buried in her heart, a dowry bride will
discover the real cost of the only things worth having in life. . . "Packed with detail. . .splendidly depicts passion,
brutality, and cultures in conﬂict." --Dorothy Garlock

THE COOKED SEED
A&C Black The sequel to Anchee Min's internationally bestselling memoir, Red Azalea, in which she leaves China for
America, struggles to ﬁnd her way, her voice and her love - and succeeds in all

THE LOST HOURS
Penguin The New York Times bestselling author of the Tradd Street novels delivers a gripping tale of family, fate, and
forgiveness. When Piper Mills was twelve, she helped her grandfather bury a box that belonged to her grandmother in
the backyard. For twelve years, it remained untouched. Now a near fatal riding accident has shattered Piper’s dreams
of Olympic glory. After her grandfather’s death, she inherits the house and all its secrets, including a key to a room
that doesn’t exist—or does it? And after her grandmother is sent away to a nursing home, she remembers the box
buried in the backyard. In it are torn pages from a scrapbook, a charm necklace—and a newspaper article from 1939
about the body of an infant found ﬂoating in the Savannah River. The necklace’s charms tell the story of three friends
during the 1930s— each charm added during the three months each friend had the necklace and recorded her life in
the scrapbook. Piper always dismissed her grandmother as not having had a story to tell. And now, too late, Piper ﬁnds
she might have been wrong.

SKIOS
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A NOVEL
Metropolitan Books The great master of farce turns to an exclusive island retreat for a comedy of mislaid identities,
unruly passions, and demented, delicious disorder On the private Greek island of Skios, the high-paying guests of a
world-renowned foundation prepare for the annual keynote address, to be given this year by Dr. Norman Wilfred, an
eminent authority on the scientiﬁc organization of science. He turns out to be surprisingly youthful, handsome, and
charming—quite unlike his reputation as dry and intimidating. Everyone is soon eating out of his hands. So, even
sooner, is Nikki, the foundation's attractive and eﬃcient organizer. Meanwhile, in a remote villa at the other end of the
island, Nikki's old friend Georgie has rashly agreed to spend a furtive horizontal weekend with a notorious schemer,
who has characteristically failed to turn up. Trapped there with her instead is a pompous, balding individual called Dr.
Norman Wilfred, who has lost his whereabouts, his luggage, his temper, and increasingly all sense of reality—indeed,
everything he possesses other than the text of a well-traveled lecture on the scientiﬁc organization of science. In a
spiraling farce about upright academics, gilded captains of industry, ambitious climbers, and dotty philanthropists,
Michael Frayn, the farceur "by whom all others must be measured" (CurtainUp), tells a story of personal and
professional disintegration, probing his eternal theme of how we know what we know even as he delivers us to the
outer limits of hilarity.

CHINESE FOLKTALES
THE DRAGON SLAYER AND OTHER TIMELESS TALES
Tuttle Publishing For thousands of years, Chinese storytellers have delighted listeners with stories about the value of
virtues like honesty, respect, courage and self-reliance. Chinese Folktales collects nineteen of these fantastic tales,
some of them dating back to the third century BCE, and retells them in contemporary English for a modern audience.
This updated edition—previously titled Chinese Fables—oﬀers the same great stories in a smaller, easier to handle
format at a lower price. Each of these stories oﬀers a nugget of ancient folk wisdom and glimpses of traditional
Chinese culture and lore. All of the tales express the foibles and wisdom of human experience with great humor and
aﬀection. Although the lessons are universal, the wit and ﬂavor are uniquely Chinese. Beautifully illustrated by a
master Chinese artist using a patchwork of ancient tones and textures, with a deft touch of humor, this book will give
great joy to children and adults alike. Chinese children's stories include: The Practical Bride Stealing the Bell Kwan Yin,
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the Goddess of Mercy Cooking the Duck Scaring the Tigers The Dragon Slayer The previously published edition,
Chinese Fables, won: *The Aesop Prize for Children's and Young Adult Literature* *The Gelett Burgess Children's Book
Award for Fables, Folklore & Fairytales* *The Creative Child Magazine Book of the Year Award*

LITTLE GREEN
A MEMOIR OF GROWING UP DURING THE CHINESE CULTURAL REVOLUTION
Simon and Schuster In China in 1966, Chun Yu was born as the Great Cultural Revolution began under Chairman Mao.
Here, she recalls her childhood as a witness to a country in turmoil and struggle--the only life she knew.

IN THE GARDEN OF IDEN
Macmillan Trained by the Company, a group of cultural preservationists from the twenty-fourth century, Mendoza is
sent back in time to Shakespearean England to collect samples from the garden of Sir Walter Iden and meets a man
who will change her destiny. Reprint. 12,500 ﬁrst printing.

GLASS GEISHAS
Hodder & Stoughton Every girl has her price . . . To Steph, working as a bar hostess in Japan sounds too good to be true.
Friends say she can earn a fortune simply by ﬂirting with drunk businessmen, and there's no sex involved - honest. Old
friends, Julia and Annabel, are earning piles of cash in Tokyo and say hostessing is perfectly safe. But once in Japan,
Steph realises Julia is a shadow of her former self and Annabel has disappeared. No one cares that Annabel's gone least of all a troubled and secretive Julia. As Steph searches for her missing friend, she is lured into gritty, glamorous
Roppongi - an exotic world of sex, modern-day geishas and easy money. There she meets Mama San, a charismatic and
powerful hostess club owner, who has worked in the shadowy Japanese sex industry all her life and knows everything
about pleasing men. But the longer Steph stays in Tokyo's sex district, the less ﬁnding Annabel seems to matter. Steph
soon realises she must discover what's happened to Annabel, or risk selling a part of herself she'll never get back.

RAY HARRYHAUSEN
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AN ANIMATED LIFE
Aurum Press Limited From the age of thirteen Ray Harryhausen knew his future lay in special eﬀects. Drawing inspiration
from his mentor Willis O’Brien, creator of King Kong, Ray took the art and skill of stop-motion animation one step
further, weaving his magic on dinosaurs, aliens and mythological creatures alike. From early experiments with
animating fairy tales in his father’s garage to creating groundbreaking eﬀects for blockbuster movies, Ray
Harryhausen shares the fascinating story of his “animated life”. The last great animator before the introduction of CGI,
he takes us through the pleasures and pitfalls of sixty years dedicated to making movie magic.

LIONEL ASBO
STATE OF ENGLAND
Knopf Canada A savage, funny, and mysteriously poignant saga by a renowned author at the height of his powers. Lionel
Asbo, a terrifying yet weirdly loyal thug (self-named after England's notorious Anti-Social Behaviour Order), has always
looked out for his ward and nephew, the orphaned Desmond Pepperdine . . . He provides him with fatherly career
advice (always carry a knife, for example) and is determined they should share the joys of pit bulls (fed with lots of
Tabasco sauce), Internet porn, and all manner of more serious criminality. Des, on the other hand, desires nothing
more than books to read and a girl to love (and to protect a family secret that could be the death of him). But just as
he begins to lead a gentler, healthier life, his uncle—once again in a London prison—wins £140 million in the lottery
and upon his release hires a public relations ﬁrm and begins dating a cannily ambitious topless model and “poet.”
Strangely, however, Lionel's true nature remains uncompromised while his problems, and therefore also Desmond's,
seem only to multiply.

THE JOY LUCK CLUB
A NOVEL
Penguin “The Joy Luck Club is one of my favorite books. From the moment I ﬁrst started reading it, I knew it was going
to be incredible. For me, it was one of those once-in-a-lifetime reading experiences that you cherish forever. It inspired
me as a writer and still remains hugely inspirational.” —Kevin Kwan, author of Crazy Rich Asians Amy Tan’s beloved,
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New York Times bestselling tale of mothers and daughters, now the focus of a new documentary Amy Tan: Unintended
Memoir on Netﬂix Four mothers, four daughters, four families whose histories shift with the four winds depending on
who's "saying" the stories. In 1949 four Chinese women, recent immigrants to San Francisco, begin meeting to eat dim
sum, play mahjong, and talk. United in shared unspeakable loss and hope, they call themselves the Joy Luck Club.
Rather than sink into tragedy, they choose to gather to raise their spirits and money. "To despair was to wish back for
something already lost. Or to prolong what was already unbearable." Forty years later the stories and history continue.
With wit and sensitivity, Amy Tan examines the sometimes painful, often tender, and always deep connection between
mothers and daughters. As each woman reveals her secrets, trying to unravel the truth about her life, the strings
become more tangled, more entwined. Mothers boast or despair over daughters, and daughters roll their eyes even as
they feel the inextricable tightening of their matriarchal ties. Tan is an astute storyteller, enticing readers to immerse
themselves into these lives of complexity and mystery.
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